prompting us to decide to adopt a bulk heterojunction approach (where donor and acceptor are mixed before deposition). This decision immediately removed pentacenebased donors from consideration, as these materials react irreversibly with fullerenebased acceptors.
After screening the ADT and TDT donors, we found that ethyl TES ADT (ADT where R = Et, R' = Et) yielded acceptable bulk heterojunction performance. Devices fabricated from spray-painted films of this blend yielded V oc = 0.84 V, I sc = 0.15 mA / cm 2 and an overall efficiency of 0.04% (see below).
Bulk heterojunction solar cell sprayed with Ethyl TES ADT and PCBM
Concurrently, the Cornell group investigated the spray deposition of traditional (poly 3-hexyl thiophene (P3HT) / PCBM) organic solar cell blends. The improved morphology afforded by the polymer led to efficiency of sprayed organic layers as high as 2.15% (see below):
Organic solar cells sprayed from P3HT / PCBM blends
Although performance improved, the cells still suffered from degradation in atmosphere, due to the generation of singlet oxygen by the fullerene (as well as slow oxidation of the fullerene). The Kentucky group thus switched focus to develop new, soluble, air-stable acceptors to match with polythiophene (specifically, P3HT) donors.
The acceptor systems designed and synthesized by the Kentucky group, then screened by the Cornell group in blends with P3HT, are shown below:
Soluble donors to blend with P3HT
The thiazole derivative (ADTz) was the first screened, and unfortunately did not yield any photovoltaic performance. The fullerene adduct of pentacene and C 60 was synthesized next -TP5-F yielded an almost 0.8% energy conversion efficiency, but since it proved as unstable as PCBM, this class of materials was dropped. A number of PDIs were tested next. The only derivative to show reasonable photovoltaic performance was PDI (R = Et), which showed a power conversion efficiency of 0.01% (V oc = 0.46 V, I sc = 0.078 mA / cm 2 ). This can likely be improved by further tuning of the silane substituent (this will continue). The most encouraging acceptor was the dicyano pentacene chromophore (DC_Pn). The derivatives shown above varied in efficiency from 0.001% to 0.5%, with the best being the Cyclopentyl derivative (V oc = 0.6 V, I sc = 1.5 mA / cm 2 ). Further, the photovoltaic cells fabricated with this material showed significantly higher stability than fullerene-based cells -quantification of this stability is currently underway.
The Cornell group also investigated improving the conductivity of the anode by spray-coating gold nanoparticles on top of the PEDOT-PSS layer. Again, for initial testing the cathode consisted of a simple patterned ITO substrate (see below):
The gold nanoparticles did serve the expected purpose, dramatically increasing the conductivity of the areas of the anode covered by the material. The conductivity was particularly improved upon thermal annealing of the films (190 °C for 1 minute), increasing to as much as 100 ohm / square (see below)
Project Highlights:
Demonstrated solar cells with reasonable performance from both spray-painted polymer and small-molecule systems.
Developed several classes of viable acceptors for organic photovoltaics (three manuscripts in preparation) Developed a new acceptor (DC_Pn) that yields cells with improved stability over fullerene-based acceptors, with reasonable performance (manuscript in preparation). Further modifications of molecule and processing conditions should yield performance comparable to that seen in fullerenes.
Developed an approach using Au nanoparticles to improve the conductivity of the conducting polymer anode used in spray-painted solar cells (manuscript in preparation). 
